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Abstract

Purely leptonic decays of the charged D meson have been studied using the reaction eqey™D)qDy at a center of
mass energy of 4.03 GeV. A search was performed for D™mn recoiling against a D0 or Dq which had beenm

reconstructed from its hadronic decay products. A single event candidate was found in the reaction eqey™D)qDy, where
)q q 0 0 y q y y yD ™p D with the D ™K p , and the recoiling D decaying via D ™m n . This yields a branching fractionm

Ž . q0.16q0.05 q180q80value B D™mn s0.08 %, and a corresponding value of the pseudoscalar decay constant f s300m y0.05y0.02 D y150y40

MeV. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Purely leptonic decays of the Dq 1 meson pro-
ceed via annihilation of the charm and anti-down
quarks into a virtual W boson. The decay rate of this
Cabibbo-suppressed process is determined by the
wavefunction overlap of the two quarks at the origin,
and is parametrized by the D meson decay constant,
f . The leptonic decay width of the D can be writtenD

w xas 1
222 2< <G V mF cd ll2 2G D™ lln s f m m 1y ,Ž .ll D D ll 2ž /8p mD

1Ž .

where G is the Fermi constant, V is the c™dF cd
w x qCKM matrix element 2 , m is the mass of the DD

meson, and m is the lepton mass.ll

Theoretical models predict values of f and fD Ds

Ž .the D meson decay constant which vary from 90s

1 Throughout the paper, reference to a particular charge config-
uration implies reference to the charge conjugate configuration as
well.

w xto 350 MeV 1,3–8 . The measurements of f andD

f have special relevance to theoretical calculationsDs

of f , whose value is of considerable importance toB
0 0 w xpredictions of B B mixing 9 . However, the deter-

mination of f is very difficult, since the branchingB

fraction for B™mn is expected to be very small.m

Hence information on leptonic decays of charmed
mesons is very useful. To date, there are experimen-

w xtal measurements of f from the WA75 10 , CLEODs

w x w x11 and BES 12 groups. For D™mn , only am

Žbranching fraction upper limit of 0.07% correspond-
.ing to f F290 MeV at 90% C.L. has been set byD

w xthe Mark III Collaboration 13 .
In this paper the results of a search for the

Cabibbo-suppressed decay D™mn are reported.m

The data were collected using the Beijing Spectrom-
eter at the Beijing eqey Collider. A total integrated
luminosity of 22.3 pby1 was taken at c.m. energy

) ) )4.03 GeV. At this energy D D , D D, DD, and
) 0 ) 0D D events are produced. The final states D DS S

) 0 0 qand D D yield no D mesons, since the decay
D) 0 ™Dqpy is kinematically forbidden. Also, the
cross section values for DqDy and D)qD)y pro-
duction are much smaller than that for D)qDy
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production. In addition, the D)qD)y final state
yields two undetected low momentum final state
particles in addition to the two D’s, and this forces
the missing mass squared variable used to define
leptonic decay candidates into the region of semi-

Ž .leptonic background see below . For these reasons,
the search for Dq leptonic decay is restricted to the
D)qDy final state, which is characterized by Dq

mesons in the momentum range 370–650 MeVrc
Ž )q qtaking into account the decay D ™D g , which

w x. 0has a branching fraction ;1% 2 , or by D mesons
in the range 465–550 MeVrc. These regions are

) )inaccessible to D mesons from the D D and DD
final states. Candidate D)qDy events are defined
by requiring that a D0 or Dq, reconstructed from its
hadronic decay products, have momentum in the
appropriate range; this D meson is referred to as the
tagging D. The system recoiling against the tagging
D is then searched for the presence of a D™mnm

candidate. For such events, only the charged tracks
from D decay and the recoil muon are fully recon-
structed. A pq from D)q decay has momentum
less than 80 MeVrc, and is absorbed by the beampipe
and inner wall of the central drift chamber. The
existence of the m is inferred from the missing massn

recoiling against the muon and the tagging D. This
is small due to the neutrino mass, and the fact that
the undetected pion or photon from D)q decay has
low momentum.

2. BES detector

The Beijing Spectrometer is a solenoidal magnetic
w xdetector 14 . A four-layer central drift chamber

Ž .CDC located just outside the beampipe is used in
the event trigger. Each charged track is recon-
structed, and its energy loss measured, in a 40-layer

Ž .main drift chamber MDC which covers 85% of the
total solid angle. The momentum resolution is

2 Ž .(1.7% 1qp p in GeVrc , and the dErdx resolu-
tion is 11% for hadron tracks. An array of 48 barrel

Ž .scintillation counters provides time-of-flight TOF
measurement for charged tracks, with a resolution of
450 ps for hadrons. A 12-radiation-length, lead-gas

Ž .barrel shower counter BSC , operating in self-
quenching streamer mode, measures the energies of

electrons and photons over 80% of the total solid
' Ž .angle with an energy resolution of 22 %r E GeV .

The solenoidal magnet provides a 0.4 T magnetic
field in the central tracking region of the detector.
Three double-layer muon counters instrument the
magnet flux return, and serve to identify muons of
momentum greater than 0.5 GeVrc. Endcap time-
of-flight and shower counters extend coverage to the
forward and backward regions.

The event trigger requires at least one barrel TOF
hit within a time window of 40 ns, one hit in the
outer two layers of the CDC and one charged track
reconstructed by the on-line trigger logic using the
hit pattern in the MDC, and a total energy in the
BSC above 200 MeV.

3. Analysis method

The analysis begins with the selection of the
tagging D decays. Two Dq decay modes
Ž y q q 0 q. 0K p p , K p and three D decay modesS
Ž y q y q q y 0 q y.K p , K p p p , K p p have been consid-S

ered, where K 0 ™pqpy. Each charged track notS

from a K 0 candidate was required to come fromS

within 1 cm of the run-dependent interaction point in
the transverse plane, and from within 15 cm along
the beam direction. For each charged track, the polar

Ž . < <angle u had to satisfy cosu F0.85 in order that
there be reliable tracking and barrel TOF informa-
tion. The corresponding dErdx and TOF measure-
ments were required to be consistent with the mass
hypothesis assigned to the track, and the kaon as-
signment further required x 2 -x 2, where the x 2 isK p

the joint chi-squared of the available dErdx and
TOF information for the track in question. For the
K 0, the pqpy invariant mass was limited to 498"S

30 MeV. The momentum of the tagging D was
restricted to the range 440–620 MeVrc; for the
D)qDy final state, this is the interval corresponding
to D) ™Dp decay, extended at each end by twice
the momentum resolution. This choice, together with
particle identification requirements, serves almost to
eliminate contamination from the DqDy final stateS S

at the small cost of reduced acceptance for D)q™

Dqg decays. With this momentum requirement, the
invariant mass distributions for the five tagging D
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decay modes are as shown in Fig. 1; in each case D
production is evident with a signal superimposed
over a background created by random Kaon and Pion
combinations.

The number of D)qDy events produced was
extracted from the signal due to Dq™Kypqpq in

Ž .Fig. 1 a . A fit to this distribution yielded an esti-
mate, N obs, of 1409"66 Dq decays; the curve
shown results from the fit. The number of D)qDy

events produced, N prod, was then obtained from

N obs sN prod =´=B Dq™KypqpqŽ .
= 1qB D)q™p 0DqŽ .Ž
qB D)q™g Dq , 2Ž . Ž ..

where ´ , the efficiency for reconstructing Dq™

Kypqpq, was found to be 22.6"0.4% from Monte
Carlo simulation. This gave B prod ;52000, and a

Ž q y )q y.cross section value s e e ™D D s2.33"

0.23 nb.
The events of Fig. 1 containing a tagging D

candidate were defined by requiring that the effec-
tive mass lie within three standard deviations of the

w xrelevant D mass 2 . The recoil system in each of
these events was then checked for consistency with
D™mn decay. It was required that there be am

single charged track with momentum between 700
and 1250 MeVrc having dErdx, TOF and BSC
information consistent with the muon hypothesis.

�Ž . Ž .4Fig. 1. The invariant mass distribution for the charged a , b
�Ž . Ž . Ž .4and neutral c , d , e D meson candidates selected as described

in the text.

This track was then extrapolated through the muon
system, and was identified as a muon only if it had
associated hits in at least two layers. For an event
with a D0 tagging mode, no isolated photons 2 were
allowed to be present. However, an event with a Dq

tagging mode could have a low momentum photon
or p 0 in addition to a recoiling Dy. Such an event
was rejected if it had more than two isolated pho-
tons, or if it contained a photon having energy
greater than 400 MeV. Only six muonic decay candi-
dates survived these selection procedures.

The scatter-plot of muon momentum versus miss-
ing mass squared recoiling against the muon and
tagging D is shown in Fig. 2 for the six candidate
events. The contours at lower missing mass squared
represent the region of the plot corresponding to the
D)qDy final state with one of the resulting D’s
decaying via the tagging mode, the other via mn .m

These contours were defined by means of Monte
Carlo simulation 3, and thus take into account resolu-
tion effects. The contour lines are similar to lines of
equal altitude on a topography map except instead of
altitude, events per unit area are used on the two
dimensional plot in Fig. 2. The contour lines separate
regions that have roughly equal events per unit area.
Also the events per unit area in a region proportion-
ally increases as one steps up to next inner region.

To identify sources of background in the muonic
decay data sample, 5=106 D)qDy and 106 DqDy

S S

events were generated by Monte Carlo simulation,
and subjected to the selection criteria applied to the
data. The D)q, Dq, D0, and D were allowed toS

decay according to their known branching fractions
w x2 . For all D tagging modes, the main background
resulted from D)qDy events in which one D did
decay via the tagging mode, while the other decayed
via p K 0, mn K 0, or mn p 0, with the K 0 or p 0

L m L m L

undetected. The contours at higher missing mass
squared in Fig. 2 were obtained, as for the lower

2 An isolated photon is defined as an e.m. shower of energy
)60 MeV and separated by at least 18 degrees from the direction
of the nearest charged track.

3 In the simulation, 20000 D)q Dy events were generated for
each tagging D mode, with the other D decaying to mn . Them

contours at lower missing mass squared in Fig. 2 represent the
superposition of the reconstructed events for each tagging mode
which survive the muonic decay selection criteria.
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Fig. 2. The scatter-plot of muon momentum versus missing mass
squared recoiling against the muon and tagging D for the surviv-

Ž .ing D muonic decay candidates dots ; the contours are described
in the text.

missing mass squared contours, by simulating
D)qDyevents in which one D decayed via a tag-
ging mode, and one other via a mode which is a
source of background.

The contours of Fig. 2 indicate that, although the
signal and background regions overlap substantially
in muon momentum, they are quite well-separated in
missing mass squared. Consequently, the signal re-
gion corresponding to D™mn is defined simplym

by requiring that the missing mass squared be less
than 0.7 GeV 2. Only one event satisfies this further
criterion. Its properties are listed in Table 1, and the
event display is shown in Fig. 3.

The event, which is tagged by the D0 ™Kypq

mode, is very clean, with two hits in the muon
system for the muon track, no extra photons, and
Ky and pq tracks which are well-identified by
dErdx and the barrel TOF system. The pq from
D)q™D q

0 is calculated to have a momentum ;55p

MeVrc; it should generate no hits in the CDC, and
no hits are observed. The calculated momentum of

y ythe neutrino from D ™m n is ;890 MeVrc,m

with polar angle ;69 degrees, and azimuthal angle
;164 degrees i.e. it passes through the BSC and
muon system well within the fiducial volume; no
BSC or muon counter activity should be generated in

Ž .this region, and none is observed cf. Fig. 3 . It

Table 1
The properties of the D muonic decay candidate

0Tagging D D Mass Muon momentum Missing mass
2Ž . Ž . Ž .decay mode MeV MeVrc squared GeV

y qK p 1850 1048 0.533

Fig. 3. The event display for the D™mn candidate; track 2 ism

the my, and tracks 1 and 3 are the Ky and pq from D0 decay,
respectively.

follows that the event kinematics and the detector
response are quite consistent with the interpretation
of this event as being due to eqey™D)qDy, with

y yD ™m n .m

For each tagging D mode, the expected back-
ground was estimated by Monte Carlo generation of
2 = 105 events for each of the contributing
p K 0, mn K 0, and mn p 0 modes. The number ofL m L m

events satisfying the selection criteria and having
missing mass squared less than 0.7 GeV 2 was then
renormalized to correspond to a luminosity of 22.3
pby1. The resulting background levels, which are
listed in the fourth column of Table 2, are all very
small, and are consistent with the observation of only
one event in the five tagging modes. The predicted
background for the D0 ™Kypq tagging decay
mode is 0.03 events and thus the Poisson probability
that such a background could have produced the
observed candidate event is 3%.

Table 2
A summary of the data concerning the tagging D decay modes for
the D)q Dy final state

Ž .Tagging D Number of Efficiency ´ Estimatedi
Ž .decay mode non tagging including m % background

q Ž . Ž .D C bgi i

y qK p 1418 18.8"0.3 0.03
y q q yK p p p 2865 9.5"0.3 0.03

0 q y-2d K p p 1875 3.2"0.2 0.01
y q qK p p 3016 15.6"0.3 0.12
0 qK p 908 5.5"0.2 0.01

Total 10082 0.20
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The corresponding Monte Carlo signal for miss-
ing mass squared greater than 0.7 GeV 2 is 5.2
events. In this region, an additional contribution is

Ž .expected from D™tn . Eq. 1 , together with thet

appropriate efficiency factor, would imply that for
one D™mn event there should be ;0.3 eventm

resulting from D™tn with t™mn n . Such ant m t

event has three missing neutrinos, and so would fall
in the background region of missing mass squared in
Fig. 2. It follows that the total number of background
events expected is ;5.5, in good agreement with
the 5 events observed.

4. Results

In order to extract a value for the D muonic
branching fraction, B, a likelihood function was
constructed as the product of the Poisson probability
functions for the individual tagging modes. For a
Dq tagging mode, i, the expected number of signal
events is

N exp s2 N prod
i

= B D)q™p 0Dq qB D)q™g DqŽ . Ž .Ž .
=B Dq™ i =´ =BŽ . i

sC =´ =B , 3Ž .i i

prod Ž .where N is from Eq. 2 ; ´ is the over alli

efficiency taking account of the muon, and the factor
2 occurs since either charged D can decay muoni-
cally. Similarly, for a D0 tagging mode, i, the
expected number of signal events is

N exp sN prod =B D)q™pqD 0Ž .i

=B D0 ™ i =´ =BŽ . i

sC =´ =B . 4Ž .i i

Ž . Ž .In Eqs. 3 and 4 , C is the number of charged Di

mesons produced in association with tagging mode i
Ž q.i.e. the number of non-tagging D , and is calcu-

obs Ž qlated using N the observed number of D de-
y q q.cays to K p p , ´ , and the appropriate function

)q Ž Ž ..of D and D branching fractions see Eq. 2 .
The values of the C and ´ are listed in the secondi i

and third columns of Table 2. The expected number
Žof observed events in tagging mode i is then C =´i i

.=Bqbg , where bg is the expected number ofi i

Ž .Fig. 4. The dependence of the likelihood function on a the value
Ž .of the D™mn branching fraction, and b the value of f ; them D

unshaded areas correspond to the one standard deviation errors
described in the text.

background events, and the likelihood function is
given by

Lsexp yB C =´Ž .Ý i iž /
is1,5

= C =´ =Bqbg , 5Ž . Ž .1 1 1

where tagging mode 1 corresponds to D0 ™Kypq;
Ž .a factor exp yÝ bg has been removed, since itis1,5 i

does not depend on B. It should be noted that only
the background estimate for tagging mode D0 ™

Kypq appears in this function. The dependence of
Ž .L on B is shown in Fig. 4 a , and the maximum

value occurs for

1 bg1
Bs y . 6Ž .

C =´C =´Ž .Ý 1 1i i
is1,5

This gives Bs0.08q0 .16%, where the errors resulty0.05

from the values of B corresponding to 68.3% of the
area under the curve above and below the maximum

Ž Ž ..position i.e. the unshaded area of Fig. 4 a .
The systematic errors on B are estimated from the

uncertainties in the D and D)q branching fractions
w x q2 , from the error on the number of D decays to
Kypqpq, by varying bg by 50%, and, predomi-1

nantly, by varying the event selection criteria, and
thereby the efficiencies. The final result is

B D™mn s0.08q0 .16q0.05 % , 7Ž . Ž .y0 .05y0.02
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where the second errors are systematic. From Eq.
Ž . q w x1 , with D life-time 1.057 ps 2 ,

f 2 s1.136=B , 8Ž .D

with f in GeV and B in %. Substituting B in termsD
Ž .of f into Eq. 5 , the dependence of the likelihoodD

Ž .function on f is as shown in Fig. 4 b . The proce-D

dure followed for B yields

f s300q180q80 MeV , 9Ž .D y150y40

where the systematic errors have been obtained from
Ž .those on B by using Eq. 8 .

ŽAlthough the uncertainties in the values of B D
.™mn and f obtained in this experiment are large,D

it should be emphasized that the analysis procedure
is independent of measured luminosity and the
Dq) Dy cross section value, and does not require

Žmodel-dependent assumptions. The result for B D
.™mn is consistent with the upper limit set by the

ŽMark III experiment which obtained no candidate
.events , while that for f is comparable to the valuesD

obtained for f in recent experiments, as expectedDS

theoretically.

5. Conclusions

We have searched for the leptonic decay D™mn .m

One event candidate was observed and a branching
fraction was estimated. The estimate of the branch-
ing fraction based on one event is equal to the upper
limit set by the Mark III experiment, which did not
detect any events. From theoretical estimations, fD

is expect to be comparable to f , and in this respectDS

the present result is consistent with other recent
measurements.
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